Student Court  
Meeting: Friday November 3rd, 2006  
MAC 301  

All members present except for Justice Curtis (excused).  

Minutes from 10/13/06 were passed.  

Reports:  

    Emily- We will wait till December to present new election rules to the Senate for discussion due to the complexity and continued input in judicial meetings.  

Election Rules:  

Infractions  
- They will be counted as major or minor  
- They will NOT be on a large point scale  
- They must follow all candidate contract items  

Candidate Contract  
- A candidate must sign to show agreement with the terms and conditions of the contract.  

Other Points  
- We will have two on-site polling stations for voting which will hopefully change to complete off-site voting possibilities in upcoming years.  
- Disqualifications should be made before election results are disclosed.  
- Advertising space on channel 20 will be made equally available to all candidates.  
- Neutral Statement of Referendum options will be distributed.  

Adjournment:  
Meeting adjourned at 12:53 P.M.